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Background
One of the major factors of measuring success of any country is its economic competitiveness in
addition to its ability to compete on the global market. For Southern-Mediterranean countries,
the UNESCO Science Report 2010 has revealed that university research in this territory often
served purely academic purposes. Innovation has been further hindered by the weak linkages
between academia and industry. The report stated that “'the foundation of an independent
knowledge sphere lies in providing and sustaining an environment conducive to creativity and
R&D entrepreneurship'”. The development of effective links and successful collaborations
between science-based enterprises/ start-ups and research institutions is hampered by several
challenges affecting the whole national higher education systems. In fact, these require
changing the mind-set of these research organizations where universities are aware about
needs of the market and potentials within their scientific environments.
The Innovation Union Competitiveness (IUC) Report 2011 defines a target scenario in which
innovative companies rapidly growing will create new jobs with high added value and where
innovation will offer products and solutions in response to the needs and expectations of
society. Achieving this, the whole RTI ecosystems in in South Mediterranean have to be
modified and matured.
Recent development policy frameworks and RTI initiatives in the four countries demonstrate a
clear focus on the interconnectedness between STI (science technology, and innovation) and
development planning. However, the level of coherence within and among the existing policies,
programs, and institutions still remains relatively weak. The main reason is that most of the
Arab world universities are education-oriented institutes. Policymakers require greater
awareness and capacity building to ensure that national STI policies and innovation programs
capture the national development priorities and are internally and externally consistent in order
to promote policy complementarily, coherence, and effectiveness.
Notwithstanding the increasing mainstreaming of the Research-innovation programs at the
national development policy level, and despite the growing emphasis on the instrumentality of
universities in promoting economic competitiveness and sustainable development, higher
education institutions across the four countries remain partially integrated into the emerging
knowledge-based development paradigm and discourse.
The four countries demonstrate impressive but varying levels of sophistication with respect to
recent innovation policy frameworks and governance arrangements for the management of
their national research and innovation systems. Egypt and Jordon represent more elaborate and
dynamic governance landscapes than Palestine and Tunis; but all four countries clearly
demonstrate an unmistakable emphasis on developing more effective national institutional
arrangements and policies to promote innovation management and nurture knowledge
economies. The key and most persistent weakness is the lack of national and institutional
innovation policies and programs that stimulate collaboration and knowledge exchange
between research subsystems and the industrial and business subsystems.
Inadequate and undiversified funding regimes remain a major challenge to the development of
more vibrant research and innovation infrastructure in the four countries and across the south
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Mediterranean region. In the deficit of private-sector funding, diversification of venture capitals
and competitive grants, public universities and research institutes in these countries
predominantly depend on unpredictable international donor support.
This narrow funding base suggests that research and innovation systems in the four countries
face financial challenges and lack some capacities to formulate and drive innovation based
programs.
The four country analytical reports demonstrate that industrialisation, particularly through
transnational and trans-disciplinary partnerships including private public partnerships;
represent one of the most effective options for strengthening research capacity and
governance arrangements for research and innovation.
Aligned with ENPI CBCMED - Priority 1- Measure 1 “Support to innovation and research”, the
main aim of NETKITE Comparative Study is to identify the matrix of main interesting themes
represented in the national policy of each country (Tunisia, Jordan, Egypt, and Palestine). Such
study will provide the framework for the town meeting (task 4.2) as well as for the
establishment of Technology Transfer Roadmaps and spin-off development plans in strategic
sectors (Task 4.3).
Methodological Approach:
This comparative study is the output of four separate analytic reports that explored and
interrogated the policy and practice of research, innovation, and development management in
Egypt, Tunis, Jordon and Palestine. This synthetic report summarizes the results from the full
report by developing a more concrete picture of the status of Research and Innovation at the
pilot sectors and provides further understanding of the potential of innovation management of
the pilot sectors. It has been done based on the following objectives:
• Exploring the current status, significance, and understandings of the connections between
competencies and national RTI planning in south Mediterranean partner countries,
• Summarizing and contextualizing the account of the research and innovation management
capacity in the four countries – Egypt, Tunis, Jordon and Palestine
• Providing a comparative analysis and synthesis to illustrate the similarities and contrasts in
the emerging competencies, capacities, and STI arrangements concerning the research and
innovation mechanisms in South Mediterranean partner countries;
•

and analysing existing gaps and deficits in the policy and
capacity for research, knowledge and innovation governance in Egypt, Tunis, Jordon and
Palestine countries

The methodology of this study was constructed based on the well-defined indicators and
effective screening of active organizations and programs that play an important and active
role in the innovation ecosystem of each south Mediterranean partner country of NETKITE
project. The definition of active organization is mainly based on the following inclusion
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criteria:
- Active organization shall provide sustained program or service (running at least for 3
subsequent years or in a constant periodical time frame)
- The active organization shall have significant number of users
- The active organization shall have significant number of graduates per year, when
appropriate.
- At least 2 years’ experience.
More specifically, the following data were analyzed per each country:
I. Main Key players in the innovation landscape of partner countries
- Number of venture capital in addition to their focus and sectors’ covered, status, year of
establishment, targeted beneficiaries, previous projects and awards, and geographical
coverage.
- Number of Incubators in addition to their focus and sectors’ covered, status, minimum
and maximum seed capital fund, current incubates, graduate incubates, year of
establishment, and geographical coverage.
- Number of Technology parks in addition to their industry focus, year of establishment,
major research areas and targeted beneficiaries.
- Number of Business competitions in addition to their focus, minimum and maximum
financial support (prizes), type of technical support and geographical coverage.
- Active association that are supporting innovation programs and/or running inventions’
competitions and/or providing technical support to entrepreneurs.
II. Policies and strategies supporting the pilot sectors
Analyzing the availability of such policies in addition to national innovation programs and
magnitude of funding innovation-based projects.
III. Main Competencies, Research productivity and quality
Based on the complexity of the issue of realizing the main competencies of the pilot sectors of
each country, the use of international standard and independent tools that provide reliable and
comprehensive research and innovation information data was considered. It meant to enable
more evidence-based data. Hereby, Elsevier Research Intelligence tools (SCIVAL) were used.
Moreover, the scholarly output, number of authors, cooperation capacities and industrial
relations were analyzed for each pilot sector in the partner countries.
The performed Comparative Analysis contributes to the understanding of the major aspects that
define the future prosperity and the possible economic growth in the MPC territory. The report
will also provide the countries’ decision-makers, business leaders and other stakeholders a
reliable framework in improving national economic policies and implementing RTI ecosystems
reformations. In addition, the report findings will also provide a basis for the future multilateral
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cross-border cooperation.
Comparative Study Findings:
I.

Research-Innovation Genuine Results:

All Arab Countries in the Mediterranean region have embarked different degrees of political and
socio-economic transitions. Achieving the aspirations and hopes of the Arab people, it is the
time to start moving forward in uprising the economic sector in this territory. The main
component of this reformation is building the capacity of local stakeholders to be able to face
their local challenges. Through such in-depth comparative study, NETKITE aims to facilitate
these transitions and to support the region’s efforts to boost its innovation excellence and
business competitiveness.
Since its introduction in 2005, The World Economic Forum (WEF) defines a set of interventions
(institutions, policies and factors) to define the competitiveness of any country. According to
WEF Report, 2010, the Country Competitiveness Level determines the success of the national
economy and its growth rate via determination of the level of return of investments in an
economy. Thus, and according to the WEF Categorizations, Egypt/ Tunisia/ Jordan were
compared based on these measures as follow:

NETKITE - 2014*

Figure 1: The Global Competitiveness Index in the target MPCs
* Data Source: Global Competitiveness Report 2013-2014
Here, NETKITE focused on specific factors that affect the effectiveness of innovation ecosystem
in the target countries. Hence 6 main pillars have been recognised as main drivers for an
healthy innovation ecosystem:
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Macroeconomic System Stability: It is highly recognised in south Mediterranean countries
that the public investments represent the major source of stability at the Macro Level. However,
there is an increase demand to foster the private investments at the meso- and micro-economic
levels in the these countries in order to reach the healthy and more efficient financial system.
According to the WEF 2013-2014 report, Tunisia is the best in the target MPCs (4.4 out of 7), it is
still far below the medium. [Rank: EG: 140, JO: 138, TU: 96].

Good Markets Efficiency: new ventures are introduced to the market and sustained only
when the business environment is healthy and efficient enough to force out the incompetents.
On this category, Jordan scored a very good score (4.55 out of 7) reflecting how its local market
becomes more healthy and efficient [Rank: EG: 119, JO: 39, TU: 88].

Labour Market Efficiency: the quality of the skills of local entrepreneurs is an important
tool in the effective economy and a cornerstone for the success of any business. NETKITE has
been designed to tackle the capacities of entrepreneurs and to address innovators in guiding
and training them to make their businesses more reliable and sustainable. However, a number
of pre-defined incentives are best placed in the ecosystem of many Mediterranean countries
and that has been noticed to boost the competitiveness of entrepreneurs in these countries.
Common in all target south Mediterranean countries, the WEF Report highlighted how much
this category on these countries is in a real demand to be enriched [Rank: EG: 146, JO: 101, TU:
132].

The Financial Market Development: the functionality and simplicity of procedures inside
the financial markets have been noticed to have a significant impact on competitiveness.

Market Size & Business Sophistication: companies and enterprises are affected by the size
of its active market and the efficiency of the business processes. As being expected because of
its large population, Egypt scores a high grade on market size, based on WEF 2014 report [Rank:
EG: 29, JO: 87, TU: 64]. On the other hand, missing of active marketing plans and effective
production value chain in the target countries leads to decrease in the value of its produced
products and services. [Rank: EG: 84, JO: 47, TU: 76].

Innovation: How long can business sustain depends mainly on the extent to which the
applied innovation can frontier the technology developed by this business. That defines why
innovation is vital for modern businesses in both developed and developing economies. The
following indicators have been addressed by many literature and debated in the WEF 2010
report:
 Indicator-1: Innovation Capacity: how do companies obtain technology: licensing or via
research;
 Indicator-2: the R&D quality of the scientific organization in the country;
 Indicator-3: Company spending on R&D;
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Indicator-4: University-industry collaboration in R&D: to what extent do business and
academia cooperate together on research and innovation;
Indicator-5: number of patent applications/ million population;

NETKITE - 2014*

Figure 2: Innovation Indicators in the partner countries
 Data Source: WEF, 2010 Report “International Conference on “Human Capital and
Employment in the European and Mediterranean Area”, Bologna, 10-11 March 2011”

II.

NETKITE-Pilot Themes’ Results:

1) Availability of Research and Innovation Policies:
- Palestine: Palestinian Cabinet has approved the general research and innovation policy in
2013. The policy addresses the overall status of innovation multipliers at the country
level.
- Jordan: There are specific research and Innovation policies in addition to a general one at
the country level. The specific policies cover specific themes where some topics have
been extensively covered and other topics were poorly covered. As an example there is
no any research and innovation policy for Cultural heritage, however there are more
than 10 research and innovation policies in Biotechnology.
- Egypt: There is no specific research and innovation policies in Egypt, However specific
strategic action plans were designed to tackle specific topics like renewable energy and
liver diseases. The last general research & Innovation policy (country level) was
established in 2005.
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- Tunisia: Although there is no once common national policy for Scientific research and
innovation, there are several specific policies and laws govern the research and
innovation policies in Tunisia, as an example Law n° 2006-73 of 9 november 2006,
Appended Guidance Law n° 96-6 of 31 january 1996, Related to scientific research and
technological development. The guidance law has not been updated following the
revolution of 2011 and Law N° 2008-19 of 25 February 2008 on Higher Education.
In this context, priorities in Tunisia as identified by Ministry of Scientific Research,
Technology and Competency Development are Biotechnology, water management,
energy, environment, fight against desertification, microelectronics, nanotechnology,
heath, environment and social sciences, and ICT.
2) Magnitude of nationally funded innovation projects (national funding agency):
- Jordan: There are 8 projects funded under “Cultural heritage” and 6 were funded under
“Biotechnology” in the time span “2009 - 2014”. These projects were supported by 6
different organisations.
- Palestine: There are large numbers of innovation projects mainly at higher education level
(Open to all fields). Funding is based on donation & local NGOs support.
- Egypt: Average of 6 innovation-based projects was funded each year starting from 2011.
Mainly the Science, Technology and Development fund, the main funding agency in
Egypt, supports these projects. Most of the projects are small-scale projects and based
on a bottom up approach.
3) Main Business Plan Competition:
- Queen Rania National Entrepreneurship Competition – QRNEC - is a business plan
competition that is managed by QRCE under the umbrella of the iPark. It was established in
2004 with a focus on university students, young entrepreneurs and established businesses.
The allocated budget per project is up to USD 50,000 with Wide Technology Focus. There are
three sponsors so far supporting this competition.
- The Arab Technology Business Plan Competition is regional business plan competition
organized by Arab Science and Technology Foundation (ASTF) which provides the Arabian
Entrepreneurs with tools to nurture their start-ups technology and turn the technology
innovation into business opportunities for venture capitals and investors who seek for
potential entrepreneurs and investment opportunities in the Arab region within the
technology fields. The allocated budget per project is up to USD 13,000 with wide
Technology Focus;
- Mahro3ak Hakeeka” or “Bring your project to life” is one of the first business plan
competition, in Egypt to actively target existing and potential entrepreneurs operating in
Egyptian industry. The Industry Modernisation Centre that was under the umbrella of the
Ministry of Trade and Industry launched it in 2007. The competition seeks to create a
'pipeline' of new and innovative SME businesses in Egypt's industry and industry-related
sectors and to promote a culture of entrepreneurship within Egyptian industry. This
nationwide competition was being undertaken in cooperation with two non-governmental
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organizations, The Egyptian Junior Business Association and the Arab Science and
Technology Foundation, both with established track records of supporting Egypt's
entrepreneurial community.
4) Technology Incubators and Venture Capitals:
These were mainly focusing on Information Communication technology, ICT, and supported by
public fund – (table 2)
- Technology Parks: Existing in all countries, with multi-thematic focus;
- Venture Capital: Mainly ICT focused and supported by big corporations;
- Business Competition: average is 4 competition/ country;
Table 1 - Active Venture Capital in partner countries
Egypt
Number of Venture Capital 7

Jordon

Tunis

Palestine

2

1

NA

Sectors

Internet
&
Telecommunications, Software
Development,
Systems
ICT, Mobile
Integration and Total Solutions,
Digital Media
Cyberspace and Internet ValueAdded Services, Knowledge,
Distribution and Manufacturing

Status

Mainly big private corporations

Mainly big private
SIDCO
corporations

NA

Geographical distribution

Cairo

Amman

NA

Manufacturing, Industrial
Equipment,
Intelligent
&
Transport
Systems,
Electronic
Products,
Chemicals etc.

Kairouan

NA

Based on the research done in this study, it has been noticed that there are many active
venture capitalists in the Tunisia, Egypt and Jordon. Nevertheless, they were mainly focusing
on Information, and communication technologies. In Egypt big corporations play a bigger
role in having specialized programs, where in Tunisia there is one big program support by
SIDCO Company focusing on Manufacturing, Industrial Equipment, Intelligent Transport
Systems, Electronic Products and Chemicals.
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Table 2 - Technology Incubators in Partner countries
Egypt

Jordon

Tunis

Palestine

Number of Incubators

6

10

32

2

Year of establishment

2010-2013

1997-2013

1999-2010

2000

Sectors

ICT(4),
General(2)

ICT(2), Agro-Food (2),
ICT(3), Agro-Industry(1),
Renewable
Energy
& ICT
General (6)
mechanics (2), General (26)

Status

2 public and 4 4 non-profit & HEI, 1
26 HEI
private
private

Independent
(private)

Min and Max seed capital
Max 75000 EGB
fund

5000-15000 JOD

Current incubates

42

17

344

50

Graduate incubates

24

213

196

42

Geographical distribution

Cairo
Giza (1)

(5)

Amman(4),
Irbid(2), Tunis(8), Beja (1), Romana(1),
Ramala (branch in
Karak(1), Madaba (1), La Marsa(1),Dejreba (1),
Gaza)
Ariana (1), Gabes (1)
Jersah(2)
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5) Scientific Productivity
In measuring scientific productivity we relied on the international research intelligence
“Elsevier- Scival application” to compare research productivity of individual organizations and
research teams, not only on a national level, but also on a cross-border collaboration level. And
based on the national research assessment done by NETKITE partners, we analyzed the
productivity in a way that could help policy makers to effectively support the most potential
researchers, research groups and stimulate new collaborations.

5.1 Agro-Food: Table 3 – Comparison among partner countries’ scholarly outputs in AgroFood Sector

5.2 Biotechnology: Table 4 - Comparison among partner countries’ scholarly outputs in
Biotechnology Sector

5.3 Renewable Energy: Table 5 - Comparison among partner countries’ scholarly outputs in
RE Sector
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Figure 3: Renewable Energy Scientific outputs in each MPC

5.4 Humanities, cultural heritage: Table 6 - Comparison among partner countries’ scholarly
outputs in Cultural Heritage Sector
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Based on the table 4,5,6,7, it is clear that Agro-food is one of the highest potential areas among
NETKITE south Mediterranean countries. The following diagram (figure 5) is showing the
potential of Agro-food sub-fields, based on the academic publications in the last 5 years 20092013, in Tunisia (TU), Egypt (EG), Jordon (JO) and Palestine (PA).
It shows also the number of publications, number of active authors, citations and field-weighted
citation impact.

Figure 5: Comparison of the potential of agro-food fields among South Mediterranean partner
countries
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III.

Technological insights:

Need and Impact of strategic roadmaps of technology transfer per selected theme
The scarcity of usable land for farming and the scarcity of water for agricultural use necessitate
the needs for strategic road map for agro-food. Not only that, but the urgent need for job
creation in Palestine, the need for self sufficiency of food and the need to liberalize from the
constraints of the Israeli market predetermine the invention of technology transfer.
The current tendency for efficient governments is to provide public services more efficiently in
less time consuming and in very good quality. The strategic vision should be to prevalence the
electronic services towards achieving the electronic government. The implementation of public
private dialogue mechanisms will assist the proper design of the strategic roadmap.
For the cultural heritage component, it is vital to draw down the strategic roadmap for the
invention of technology transfer in the sector. This strategy will focus on visualizing the cultural
activities, exposing it to more audience and beneficiaries, and will increase the diffusion of
information and electronic services into the sector. This kind of innovation is anticipated to
increase the production of this sector, achieve more cultural and informational interaction with
visitors from everywhere (locally and internationally) and absorbs more labor force into the
market.
Major emerging trends in knowledge and capacity
It is quite apparent that the Agro food business is emerging especially in the Jordan Valley and
the surrounding agricultural area. This was associated with new technologies and the use of IT
technologies in running the farms. This trend is spreading widely in the area and more
specifically in the non- traditional farming tendencies. The tendency was integrated and
complemented by processing these new plantations.
For the public services, it is now so common to discuss partnership issues between the
government and the relevant sectors (private, academic, social and NGOs). The tendency for
inventing the one stop shop service in municipalities and other governmental organizations is
spreading and the phenomenon of decentralizing services is growing.
For cultural heritage, there is a considerable tendency for encouraging the talents in singing.
After the success of Muhammad Assaf a great tendency was observed. The preservation of
historical cultural sites especially in the rural areas has been encouraged widely. A new
tendency for the reuse of traditional and cultural stuff was also noticeable.
In Tunisia, the major emerging trends in Renewable Energy have been identified as follow:
-

Research in the field of semiconductors, silicon centered.
Control technologies for the manufacture of solar cells and solar panels.
Technological research and monitoring in the field of alternative semiconductor
silicon and applicable to photovoltaic materials.
Pilot scale manufacturing of solar cells and solar panels.
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-

Development of manufacturing industry photovoltaic cells and panels.
Development of PV and wind systems applied to lighting, pumping and water
treatment (Desalination, Drying, ...).
Technological intelligence in the study and development of fuel cell PEMFC and
SOFC.
Study and development of pollution sensors and photonic devices.
Development of new inorganic nanocomposites for solar PV conversion and
photocatalysis.
Development of organic nanocomposites applied to photovoltaics, fuel cells and
energy storage.
Packaging of agricultural greenhouses.

While in Agro-food sector, the following have been identified as major emerging trends:
-

Applied biotechnology in plant breading
Applied biotechnology bioprotection crops and crops against pests and diseases
Adaptation of farming systems to climate change
Improving the quality of animal products of conventional and organic farming
Inventory, biology and epidemiology of pests strategic cultures in relation to
climate change
Improvement of olive rendeemnt
Eremolpgie and combating desertification
Dryland crops and oasis

While in Biotechnology sector, the following have been identified as major emerging trends:

-

Characterization of the variability of the response of crop plants and spontaneous
to biotic and abiotic stresses ,
Search for new sources of molecules of interest ,
Characterization and exploitation of the microbial flora of the soil to improve the
nutrition and plant adaptation and control of plant pathogens,
Rehabilitation of marginal soils contaminated
Neuroscience species in their natural habitats

Market scenario per selected theme in Palestine
For the newly planted agricultural products, there is a good potential for the export market;
mainly, herbs and Madjoul dates. Locally much of the crops surplus is now sent for processing
and pickling.
At the public service level; there is a thirst for simplifying the governmental services and
providing them to citizens in the most appropriate and convenient way. A great opportunity is
still exist in many public services, i.e, driving licensing services, interior services (birth certificate,
ID cards, passport, clearance, travel...), property registration, fees collection, and many others.
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Culturally, there is a huge potential for the restoration and renovation of hundreds of local
historical sites through the West Bank. This might widen the encouragement of internal tourism
move to these sites and increase the competitiveness of the tourism sector in Palestine. The
position of Palestine (religiously and historically) is an attracting point for all people in the world
and more tours can be seen.
Renewables energies :
The market for renewable energy developers is developing in the region especially in Tunisia
with the existence of national or international structuring project like Desertec project (regional
mega scale project) or the possibility of electric generation from PV for industrial or household.
The production of electricity from PV serve the local market but also for export to europe,
Algeria and Libya.
Agri Food:
Food self-sufficiency is a national goal. The improvement in productivity per ha for several
crops (cereals, olives, horticultural) or faring justifies research scientists and improvements
represent a major expansion in market.
Biotech:
Biotechnology represents the future and the market trend is growing. Immediate applications in
the treatment of cancer, epidermal products, organic insecticides, or resistence to salinity to
plants. The spin-off operations are possible in this area.

Innovation prospects per selected theme :
In Palestine, The innovation in the Agro-food business was highly seen in the latest years. New
product and diversified plantation, new technology used, new way of planting and caring the
products, more industrialized processing for the different products, more promotional and
marketing tools and channels, more global trends, more hygiene certificates, more testing,
more exports are all examples of the latest innovations in the agro food business. The Israeli
measures on the use of land had created a challenge at the farmers` side to plant unusual fruits
especially in the southern West Bank and unusual vegetables in the north of the West Bank.
The innovation in the public services has witnessed the creation of one stop shop service. This
was highly seen in many of the big municipalities and in some ministries and governmental
institutions. The other invention was the decentralization of services, and that was clearly seen
in the services of the ministry of national economy and the ministry of interior. The presence of
private sector in the management board of some governmental organizations (PSI, PIEFZA,
PEA...) can be considered as another innovation parameter.
In the cultural field, the production of cinema films and women films, the spread of local radios
and TVs, the expansion of popular and social media, the revival of museums, the prevalence of
cultural centers and cultural activities are clear examples. More innovative programs were
designed to support and strengthen women and children.
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In Tunisia, Innovation in renewable energy has been directed mainly by uses. Solar heating,
production of domestic electricity by solar pulled the market. The evolution of market operators
has prompted new technical combinations such as equipment for operations in rural areas or in
the desalination of water using processes in PV.
In Agro-food, innovation is in the new seeds that can adapt to new climatic conditions or
produce a better harvest. it is also in the new agricultural process which replace traditional
means. The innovation is in the improvement in the operation of the food industry by ISO and
HACCP certification.
In Biotech, Innovation is central. Research in the medical field: Stop of the evolution of certain
types of cancer or in the field of dermatological creams are well advanced. Also in agriculture or
in food industries are concrete.

Main Innovation-support actors and their interlinks
Agro-food:
The agricultural faculties, the food processing departments and the engineering faculties at local
and regional universities, the ministry of agriculture, the international food program, the
international agricultural organization, the local NGOs working in the agricultural sector, the
research centers, the international agro-food trade shows and the international community
donors in the field.
Public services:
The relevant ministries, municipalities and local government units, the private sector and civil
society organizations, the ICT companies, the Arab rich expertise and examples (Tunisia, UAE),
academic institutions, research centers and the international community donors in the field
(GIZ, USAID, Canada) are examples of the main actors.
Cultural heritage:
The ministry of cultural affairs, the ministry of tourism, the ministry of local government, the
cultural centers, the NGOs working in the field, the alternative tourism initiatives and activities,
the existing theaters and cinemas, the politicians and political parties, the media, and the
academic institutions are the main actors in the sector.
In Tunisia, it is not the players who are missing, but the coordination and efficiency is not good.
In agrofood, public bodies: ministries, crda, agricultural research institutes working satisfactorily
but coordination in the field with the farmer fails due to considerations of profitability and
market. farmers organizations do not represent effective relay.
In renewable energies, public actors are central STEG, STEG-ER (national electricity company
and its subsidiary specialized in renewable energy) and the National Agency for Energy
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Management. They represent the execution of public policy. Private actors (local or
international) are investment cast for this sector as they consider the future and profit.
Biotech organizations are numerous (IPT, FMT, FMS, CBS, CBBC, INBST, ISBM, ISBB ...) but
cooperation on projects remains low in the absence of funding. The majority of projects are
oriented international cooperation projects. The establishment of a unifying actor is a solution
for the future.

Workflow of an existing model and inter-organizational links of the technology transfer units
and/or incubators in Palestine
In Palestine, There are some models at the academic institutions but mainly in the ITC center.
Most of the universities have Excellence Centers and Information Technology Centers. Many
have created centers for encouraging Entrepreneurship. PICTI is the first founded IT incubator in
the West Bank then followed by another incubator at Leaders (a local NGO).
Currently, there is an effort devoted to establish a technology park in Hebron supported by the
Polytechnic University, the municipality and the Italian Cooperation. In Bethlehem area there is
no incubator supporting start-up or established businesses, therefore and as an outcome of this
project an incubator at PAUC to serve businesses in Bethlehem area.

In Tunisia, Technology transfer structures were put in place by the Agency for promotion of
industry and Innovation (ANPR and INORPI) in universities and institutions under the name of
Butt which is Bureau de Transfert Technologique. . BuTT are piloted by National Agency to
Promote Research (ANPR). The impact is not visible at the moment, but it will from 2015.
Incubators are many fail to attract projects with high added value for constraints essentially
functioning of the administration. A modification shema is necessary for operating efficiency to
give structures. In particular, linking with Butt incubators in some institutions (eg EcoPark)
Particular needs in Tunisia
In renewable energy, the approval of the law on the liberalization of the production of energy
by private is necessary (waiting for two years). The cooperation of the national electricity
company (STEG) is necessary to the overall development of the sector.
Agricultural strategy in place for two years for self sufficiency in food commodities needs
political stability in order to achieve results. Seasonality of production and price fluctuations
make difficult to farmer to apply the public policy.
In biotech, the main obstacle is funding clinical trials, it is a phase that requires large financial
resources, research labs and universities do not know manage. Local businesses do not have the
capacity also to manage this kind of problematic
Particular needs for Cultural heritage in Jordon


Creating a unified official umbrella to deal with cultural heritage that includes collection,
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documentation, awareness raising, training, promotion, safeguarding and development.
Develop legislative framework concerned with maintaining the cultural heritage, which can
benefit from the experience of the developed countries that have introduced laws to
protect and safeguard heritage.
The importance official and national attention to heritage and providing financial support

Research & Innovation “Cultural heritage” threats in Jordon
 The lack of a Jordanian formal umbrella that deals with cultural heritage, and most efforts
in this area are generally individual and scattered efforts
 Lack of official concern for the cultural heritage, despite the fact that this heritage is a
major factor in keeping the national identity of the community
 The lack of a national database of specialists and those interested in dealing with various
aspects of the cultural heritage at both official and private sectors
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Annex A Technology incubators in Egypt
Incubator
Name

Year
establishment

Flat6Lab’s

2011

of

Main Sector

Capacity

Services provided

Website

information
Technology
and Services

6

Flat6Labs hosts teams for a three-month
cycle and gives them access to the
facilities, expertise, mentorship, and
support needed. the teams are provided
with seed funding in the range of EGP
60,000-75,000
Funding, mentor-ship, co-working area and
productive atmosphere. helping the
entrepreneur to build a solid business
model
TIP provides start-ups with location,
equipment's, mentorship and consultancy
services in areas such as legal, accounting,
financial,
project
management,
IP
registration plus networking activity to
VC’s, Technology MNC’s as well as
technology funds.
Incubator will be based in Vodafone's
Smart Village offices, and plans to provide
15
start-ups
with
state-of-the-art
telecommunications technology, financial
and legal advice, as well as hiring services,
to help them scale and reach new markets
Research and Innovation Support (RIS, to
support the development of mature
innovation management systems in
Egyptian ICT SMEs. Small and Medium
Enterprises, the country is in a strong
position to provide outstanding incubation
management to seed and start-up IT
companies as well as training schemes that
develop the skill set of its IT workers.
Training,
Industry
Development,
Community awareness, A priority for MCIT
and ITIDA is to support the development of
the software industry.
The company works closely to reach out to
the
region’s
most
promising
entrepreneurs;
evaluate
investment
opportunities;
fund,
mentor,
and
accelerate top startups; and build an open,
collaborative,
and
sustainable
entrepreneurial ecosystem to benefit all of
the MENA region

http://www.flat6lab
s.com

Tahrir2

7

TIEC
Entrepreneursh
ip
&
IP
Commercializati
on Center

2010

ICT

Vodafone Xone

2012

telecommunic
ations
technology

7

Technology
Incubation
Program

IT

17

PlugandPlayEgy
pt.com

Technology

5
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Annex B Technology Parks In Egypt
Name
of
Technology
Park
Egypt Smart
Village

Country

City

Website

Brief Description

Industry focus

Egypt

Giza/Cai
ro

http://www.smartvillages.com/en

ICT

Mubarak
City
for
Scientific
Research
and
Technology
Application
s (MUCSAT)

Egypt

Alexand
ria

http://www.mucsat.s
ci.eg/InstitutePages/
Departments.aspx

TIEC - Social
Networks &
Cloud
Computing
Competenc
e Center

Egypt

Giza

http://www.tiec.gov.
eg/enUShttp://www.tiec.go
v.eg/enus/Centers/SNCC/Pag
es/default1.aspx?cid=
1

Smart Villages Company (SVC) was founded
in November 2001 as a Public-PrivatePartnership (PPP) investment with a mandate
to establish and manage a branded chain of
Technology cluster and Business parks
The objectives of CSRTA institutes were
clearly categorized to serve the development
and renovation of industry in Egypt: Develop
centers of scientific Excellency that aim to
serve
both
economic
and
social
developments of the Egyptian society,
Develop new technologies and provide new
scientific methods in different fields of
industry in order to link research programs to
national development plans, Provide training
consulting and technology transfer to
different production and services agents in
Egypt, Cooperation with different national
and international institutes in the various
areas of technology.
SNCC is part of technology innovation and
entrepreneurship center (TIEC) that tackles
the performing of Social Networks & Cloud
Computing. Although SNCC is independent,
as entity, from TIEC, yet the knowledge of
our expertise, which we offer as a service, is
managed and coordinated by TIEC. SNCC
promotes Social Networks as a formal
discipline, develop staff specialist in Cloud
Computing and operations and leverage
company-wide
employees.
In addition; related technological solutions
and \ or tools can be assessed, depending on
the
purpose.
Moreover: SNCC boosts the technical \
academia integration through establishing
research projects with InternationalRegional-Egyptian Universities \ Institutes \
technology clusters. The SNCC focuses on
Social Networking & Cloud Computing
technologies and aims to lead the technology
development efforts in these emerging
technology
areas.
Through
research
collaboration with multinationals and local
academia, SNCC is developing a new cluster
of technology experts capable of innovation
new competitive products and technologies
in these hot areas with high potential market
opportunities.
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TIEC
Mobile
Technology,
Embedded
Systems &
Integrated
Circuit
Competenc
e
Center
(MEIC)

Egypt

Giza

http://www.tiec.gov.
eg/enus/Centers/MEIC/Pag
es/default1.aspx?cid=
2

TIEC - ELearning
Competenc
e Center

Egypt

Giza

http://www.tiec.gov.
eg/enus/Centers/ELCC/Pag
es/elcc.aspx?cid=3

The Mobile, Embedded and IC Design
Competence Center (MEIC) aims at
supporting the electronics industry in Egypt
through partnering with local universities,
leading multinationals and local SMEs to
reduce the technology barriers for startups in
VLSI Technology to operate and innovate as
well as to find Egyptian high-technology
quality workers. The center office is located
as part of the Technology Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC), however
several affiliated labs are located in partner
universities and are called TIEC-Labs. MEIC
offers services for Academia and Industry,
spanning training and research collaboration,
and support in form of CAD tools and access
to Fabrication
The E-Learning Competence Center (ELCC) is
Egypt’s leading organization in e-Learning
with a track record of developing and
delivering a wide array of state-of-the art eLearning courses and content, setting and
disseminating the quality standards of eLearning, providing best practice research
and expert consultancy in e-Learning and
engendering the first wave of facilitators and
e-trainers
into
the
market.

Electronics

ICT, Education

The ELCC was established in 2004 as an
alliance
between
the
Ministry
of
Communications
and
Information
Technology (MCIT) and Cisco Systems with
the mandate of diffusing innovation and
developing and delivering state-of-the art elearning
programs.

TIEC
Innovation
Support
Center

Egypt

Giza

http://www.tiec.gov.
eg/enus/Centers/Innovatio
nSupport/Pages/defa
ult1.aspx?cid=

ELCC has a leading role in e-Learning with a
track record of developing and delivering a
wide array of state-of-the art e-Learning
courses, web communications and e-content;
setting and disseminating the quality
standards of e-Learning; providing best
practice research and expert consultancy in
e-Learning and engendering the first wave of
facilitators and e-trainers into the market.
The purpose of the ELCC is to act as a hub for
the
integration,
development
and
dissemination of e-Learning content of
relevance to the Egyptian market.
5The Innovation Support group serves mainly
National ICT Companies in collaboration with
Multinational companies and aims to create
and empower a local innovation-based
culture that’s capable of creating competitive
innovative Egyptian products. Innovation
Support group also serves youth by
conducting workshops and competitions.
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Egypreneur

Egypt

http://egypreneur.co
m.eg/

Nebny
Foundation

Egypt

http://www.nebny.co
m/

Techwadi

Egypt

Giza

Information and Intelligence, Networking
and
Support,
Media
and
Exposure
and
Program Development

http://www.techwadi
.org
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Annex C Business competitions in Egypt
Name of Business
Competition

Country

City

Background/Profile

Industry
focus

Mashro3ak
Hakeeka

Egypt

-

Technology
, ICT

Arab
Technology
Business
Plan
Competition

Egypt

Giza

Mahro3ak Hakeeka” or “Bring your project to life”
is The first business plan competition, in Egypt to
actively
target
existing
and
potential
entrepreneurs operating in Egyptian industry. It’s
an EJB initiative Launched in 2007 by the Industrial
Modernization Centre, under the Ministry of
Trade and Industry. The competition seeks to
create a 'pipeline' of new and innovative SME
businesses in Egypt's industry and industry-related
sectors and to promote a culture of
entrepreneurship within Egyptian industry. This
nationwide competition was being undertaken in
cooperation with two non governmental
organizations, The Egyptian Junior Business
Association and the Arab Science and Technology
Foundation, both with established track records of
supporting Egypt's entrepreneurial community
The Arab Technology Business Plan Competition is
regional business plan competition organized by
Arab Science and Technology Foundation (ASTF)
which provides the Arabian Entrepreneurs with
tools to nurture their startups technology and turn
the technology innovation into business
opportunities for venture capitals and investors
who seek for potential entrepreneurs and
investment opportunities in the Arab region within
the technology fields.
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Annex D Venture Capital in Egypt
Name

Country

City

Flat6Lab’s

Egypt

-

Website
www.flat6la
bs.com

Ideavelopers

Egypt

Cairo

www.ideave
lopers.com

Nile Capital &
IT Ventures

Egypt

-

www.nilecapital.com,
www.itinvestment.
com

PlugandPlayE
gypt.com

Egypt

Cairo

www.pluga
ndplayegypt
.com

Sawari
Ventures

Egypt

-

www.sawari
ventures.co
m

Background/Profile

Industry focus

Flat6Labs hosts teams for a three-month cycle and
gives them access to the facilities, expertise,
mentorship, and support needed. The teams are
provided with seed funding in the range of EGP
60,000-75,000 as they attempt to define their
product, develop their core application, construct a
well-balanced business plan, and commercialize their
enterprise
Ideavelopers is a venture capital firm that helps
innovative startups become great companies. It is a
subsidiary of EFG-Hermes Private Equity. The firm
manages the Technology Development fund – a $50
million fund focused on early stage technology
companies. To date, it has invested over $25 million
in 17 companies operating inside and outside Egypt
We invest in early stage, start-ups and turn-around
companies in diversified areas including but not
limited to: telecommunications, information
technology and high-tech sectors regionally and
globally. The Company invests in a portfolio of lowto-medium risk businesses, with an emphasis on
providing growth capital to emerging companies
operating in the telecommunications and
information technology sectors. Since its founding in
1999, IT Investments has promoted and participated
in the establishment of 45 companies of a total
capitalization of over EGP 1.5 billion

Technology

Based in Cairo and Silicon Valley, the PlugandPlay
and Rising Tide teams work closely together to reach
out to the region’s most promising entrepreneurs;
evaluate investment opportunities; fund, mentor,
and accelerate top startups; and build an open,
collaborative, and sustainable entrepreneurial
ecosystem to benefit all of the MENA region
Sawari Ventures is an international venture capital
firm that invests in people turning visionary ideas
into market-leading companies in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA), focus is to invest in
technology-driven companies seeking to build new
markets with significant growth potential. We
concentrate on early and growth-stage investing Our
sector focus is on Technology Media and
Telecommunications with specific interest in Arabic
Web Content and Applications, Financial Services
and eCommerce, Mobile Content and Applications,
Software-as-a-Service, and Converged Services.
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IT
Investments

Egypt

Giza

www.itinvestment.
com/ITI/ind
ex.htm

It invests in early stage, start-ups and turn-around
companies in diversified areas in a portfolio of lowto-medium risk businesses, with an emphasis on
providing growth capital to emerging companies.

OT Ventures

Egypt

Cairo

www.otvent
ures.com/d
ocs/main.ht
m

Invests in mobile and other related start-ups.
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Annex E Incubators and quick summary of innovation system in Palestine
MAIN THEMES

Pilot sector(s)

Data of the previous
5 Years

agrofood

innovation
in public
services

cultural
heritage

References

1

Available
research
and
innovation policies / Reference

The newly approved policy by
Palestinian cabinet 2013

Number of nationally funded
research projects (Ref. national
funding agency)
Number of nationally funded
innovation
projects
(Ref.
national funding agency)
Main Funding or supporting
programs
for
innovation,
prototyping and startups /
Reference

4

Research potential (number of
researchers
per
selected
theme)

4

5

Total of 57 innovation projects at
the higher academic institution
level in all fields
Local
Governme Governme
NGOs
ntal
ntal
and
suppor institutions NGO
ted by (MNE, MI, initiatives
donati
MLG)
on
2,456 across these themes
This number is referring to the Phd
holders (considered as researchers)
until 2013

New
doctorate
graduates
(ISCED 6) per 1.000 population
aged 25-34
Gross domestic expenditure on
R&D (GERD) by sector of
performance
Venture capital investment
(Main actors and their active
capacity)
Technology enablers (business
angels
networks,
TTOs,

2

ACAQ,
3
TEP,
4
MOEHE
MOEHE (total 26
different projects)
ACAQ

MoEHE

1 million $

MEHE, 2013

500,000

PIF and Jibrini Co

5

6

PICTI
,
7
8
PITA , PFI

1

The data in this summary was collected by Palestine Ahliya University College "PAUC" team with the available
data at the national level. It is worth mentioning; however, that it was not easy at the national level to access all
information requested or to categorize the information according to these specific themes because of the lack of
specific information
2

ACAQ Accreditation and Quality Assurance Commission

3

The Tertiary Education Project

4

Ministry of Education and Higher Education

5

Palestinian Investment Fund
Palestinian Information and Communication Technology Incubator
7
Palestinian Information Technology Association
8
Palestinian Federation of Industries
6
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incubators, etc.)
Main Intellectual assets in
specific theme
Established
Public-PrivatePartnerships
(joint
labs,
technology districts/parks, etc.)

Number of Public-private copublications
Number of Patent applications
in specific priority

NA
(5) public
private
dialogue,
academic
public
private,
stone
center,
creativity
and
innovation
council,
PICTI
4
PP
conference
s
26
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Annex F Incubators in Jordon
Name

City

Establishm
ent year

2003

Structure

Private

Specialization

iPARK

Amman

ICT-Clean Tech

Jordan
Innovation
Centre

Irbid

General

Irbid
ICT
Business
Incubator

Irbid

ICT

Number of Incubatees
Current
Graduate

11

43
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Services Offered
iPark is a flexible and furnished office space with
high-speed IT infrastructure, secretarial services,
operational and strategic support, intellectual
property and commercialization service, and
entrepreneurship
development
Investment facilitation
Access to shared facilities. Meeting rooms. Seed
Capital Funds (5,000 – 15,000 JOD). Depending on
Jordanian government and international support
programmes. Research and Development Seed
Fund (5,000 -15,000 JOD). Depending on Jordanian
government
and
international
support
programmes. General office equipment's. Internet
broadband access (ADSL). Information centre.
Business planning. Access to specialist business
advisors, mentors, and investors. Advertising and
marketing services. Financial and accounting
advice services. Legal consultation. Technical
support and services. Networking Services.
Industrial infrastructure. Aftercare services.
Security services. Postal address. URL page on the
Centre website. Support participating in
conferences, workshops, Networking with other
seed fund programmes.
Access to shared facilities. Meeting rooms. Seed
Capital Funds (5,000 – 15,000 JOD). Depending on
Jordanian government and international support
programmes. Research and Development Seed
Fund (5,000 -15,000 JOD). Depending on Jordanian
government
and
international
support
programmes. General office equipment's. Internet
broadband access (ADSL). Information centre.
Business planning. Access to specialist business
advisors, mentors, and investors. Advertising and

Website

www.ipark.jo

www.bic.jo

www.bic.jo
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marketing services. Financial and accounting
advice services. Legal consultation. Technical
support and services. Networking Services.
Industrial infrastructure. Aftercare services.
Security services. Postal address. URL page on the
Centre website. Support participating in
conferences, workshops, Networking with other
seed fund programmes.

South
Business
Incubator
Centre

Karak

Madaba
Business
Incubator
Centre

Madaba

Access to shared facilities. Meeting rooms. Seed
Capital Funds (5,000 – 15,000 JOD). Depending on
Jordanian government and international support
programmes. Research and Development Seed
Fund (5,000 -15,000 JOD). Depending on Jordanian
government
and
international
support
programmes. General office equipment's. Internet
broadband access (ADSL). Information centre.
Business planning. Access to specialist business
advisors, mentors, and investors. Advertising and
marketing services. Financial and accounting
advice services. Legal consultation. Technical
support and services. Networking Services.
Industrial infrastructure. Aftercare services.
Security services. Postal address. URL page on the
Centre website. Support participating in
conferences, workshops, Networking with other
seed fund programmes.
Access to shared facilities. Meeting rooms. Seed
Capital Funds (5,000 – 15,000 JOD). Depending on
Jordanian government and international support
programmes. Research and Development Seed
Fund (5,000 -15,000 JOD). Depending on Jordanian
government
and
international
support
programmes. General office equipment's. Internet
broadband access (ADSL). Information centre.
Business planning. Access to specialist business
advisors, mentors, and investors. Advertising and
marketing services. Financial and accounting
advice services. Legal consultation. Technical
support and services. Networking Services.
Industrial infrastructure. Aftercare services.
Security services. Postal address. URL page on the

General
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Centre website. Support participating in
conferences, workshops, Networking with other
seed fund programmes.

Jerash
Business
Incubator
Centre

Jerash

AgroIndustry
Business
Incubator

Amman

2005

University

Agro- Industry

0

13
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Access to shared facilities. Meeting rooms. Seed
Capital Funds (5,000 – 15,000 JOD). Depending on
Jordanian government and international support
programmes. Research and Development Seed
Fund (5,000 -15,000 JOD). Depending on Jordanian
government
and
international
support
programmes. General office equipment's. Internet
broadband access (ADSL). Information centre.
Business planning. Access to specialist business
advisors, mentors, and investors. Advertising and
marketing services. Financial and accounting
advice services. Legal consultation. Technical
support and services. Networking Services.
Industrial infrastructure. Aftercare services.
Security services. Postal address. URL page on the
Centre website. Support participating in
conferences, workshops, Networking with other
seed fund programmes.
pre-incubation services and training to develop
business skills. business planning and forming a
company. technology commercialisation. advice
on development of new products and services. IP
protection. sales and marketing. accounting, legal
and other related services. help with raising bank
finance, grants, venture capital, business angel
network. liaison with potential business partners,
locally, regionally and internationally. advice on
recruitment of staff and personnel management.
help with e-business and other aspects of ICT .
networking, e.g. with other entrepreneurs,
customers. mentors, board members and other
senior advisers. business services are provided by
the Incubator staff as part of the incubation fee.

www.bic.jo

http://aibi.ju.edu.jo/index.
html
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access to the UJ technical facilities. possible
appointment of UJ staff member as advisor.

Jordan Forum
for Business
&
Professional
Women

Amman

1997

nonprofit

General

4

85

Office space and furniture on leasehold basis,
Computer network, Telephone , Fax and internet
service, Shared secretarial services, Copying &
Production services, Access to conference and
training rooms

Entrepreneurship,
Advocacy,
mentoring,
training

0

72

Mentoring, training,
business plan writing

General

2

-

office space, Technical
evaluation, networking

Young
Entrepreneur
s Association

Amman

1998

nonprofit

Jordan
Innovation
center
at
Philadelphia

Jerash

2005

University
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Annex G List of main associations supporting entrepreneurship in MENA region

Name of Association

Country

Background/Profile

Industry focus

Specific benefits of membership

MENA-OECD
Enterprise Financing
Network (EFN)

Bahrain

The Enterprise Financing Network (EFN), a private sector
initiative of the MENA-OECD Investment Programme, was
launched in May 2006. Its goal is to provide access to finance for
enterprises, particularly at the early stages of development, is a
key issue for the economic development of the MENA region.
The mission of the MENA-OECD Enterprise Financing Network
(EFN) is to foster finance for entrepreneurship in the region by
providing a platform to connect entrepreneurs, financiers,
research bodies and government regulators.

General - Open to all

It seems to be member countries type of
association

Gulf Venture Capital
Association (GVCA)

Bahrain

-

-

Their website shifts to IQ Ventures webite

General - Open to all

They provide services like free Business
request form, investment request form,
business idea submittal form, and one time
free entry on business development forum and
discount on intrapenurship forum. See the link
for other benefits. http://www.thefirmonline.com/index.php?/home/companies

General - Open to all

French website

The Firm

Bahrain

ANIMA Investment
Network (French)

France

The Firm is an international private members club established to
provide a unique platform to corporates and investors to
enhance business development and encourage and support
corporate entrepreneurship ("intrapreneurship") within and
between organizations worldwide. The Firm provides private
networking platforms to its members to form new businesses
and achieve business growth in different sectors and industries
through a range of mediums including participation in highimpact business development forums with industry leaders,
platforms that facilitate private communication of business ideas
and needs, the sharing of information and access to related
service providers for business development and intrapreneurship
ANIMA Investment Network is a multi-country platform
supporting the economic development of the Mediterranean.
The objective of ANIMA is to contribute to a better investment
and business climate and to the growth of capital flows into the
Mediterranean region
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Bedaya
Business
Angel Network (El
Hassan Science City)

Lebanese
Angels

Lebanon
Network

Business

Business

MENA Private Equity
Association

Jordan

Lebanon

Bedaya connects angel investors keen to invest in start-ups and
early stage businesses with visionary entrepreneurs in need for
funding to accelerate the growth of their companies. Bedaya
believes that supporting early stage businesses require more
than just capital. Hence, Bedaya works closely with the
entrepreneurs, allocates the needed resources, and provides
them with coaching opportunities
Bader, through its new initiative, the Lebanese Business Angel
(LBA) facilitates the introduction of entrepreneurs to potential
investors through presentations and other mechanisms. LBA
consists of individual angel investors as well as institutions
interested in financing privately held companies or ventures
typically in a startup/ early stage of development, based in
Lebanon and in all sectors, pertaining they have a compelling
value proposition and high added value, an innovative/ creative
product or service and the potential for regional and
international reach

Lebanon

Lebanon Business Network (LBN) is designed for entrepreneurs
and companies in Lebanon, as well as for Lebanese-owned
companies worldwide to encourage trade relations with others
at
home
and
abroad.
A non-profit business development initiative, LBN's goal is to
establish a virtual business community that enables Lebanese
businessmen to generate business in order to foster economic
growth and job creation in Lebanon.

MENA

The MENA Private Equity Association is a non-profit entity
committed to supporting and developing the private equity and
venture capital industry in the Middle East and North Africa.
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Science and Technology

There are several benefits like qualified deal
flow (only potential deal is offered to
investors), increased capital (by gathering a
larger gorup of investors) and networking
access. For more details see the below link:

General - Open to all

This network consists of investors looking
forward for investors. No information is
available on how to being a member of such a
network.

General - Open to all

Members can browse the database that
contains information about other companies'
Leads and make contact with them through an
e-mail link in the company's announcement.
Users can view requests and post notices of
goods and services they offer in the market
place. The system performs intelligent
matchmaking
where
users
will
be
automatically notified via e-mail of potential
business Leads.

-

Promotes recognition of PE & VC, Develop
industry statistics, information and guidelines
and facilitates networking / events / training.
Regular events are conducted for members as
well as for other entrepreneurs seeking funds.
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Middle East Council
for Entrepreneurship
& SMEs (MCSBE)

MENA

MENAinc

MENA

AMIC
(Association
Marocaine
des
Investisseurs
en
Capital)

Morocco

Saudi
Arabia

Arabian Knowledge
Economy Association

MCSBE is an affiliate of the International Council for Small
Business (ICSB) covering Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and
Morocco, and linking to the ICSB global network of affiliates and
members from 70 countries around the world. The objectives of
the MCSBE are to: Advocate the formation and growth of small
businesses as a mechanism for economic growth and
development, Encourage research in the field, Improve
knowledge, techniques and skills relevant to entrepreneurship
and
small
business
development,
Develop an improved understanding of entrepreneurship in its
various forms, Coordinate and cooperate with the various
governmental institutions involved in encouraging and
supporting the development of entrepreneurship and small
businesses, Organise conferences and other events to promote
the free exchange of ideas and knowledge in the field of
entrepreneurship and small business, both between MCSBE
members and with stakeholders and other interested persons
and organizations in the field, Exchange and creation of
knowledge, and Liaison, including affiliating with other
associations or bodies with similar objectives
MENAinc is the regional network of business incubation and
entrepreneurship
support
institutions,
organizations,
associations, and networks – formal or informal – in the Middle
East and North African region. MENAinc is part of the global
network of the infoDev Incubator Initiative.

General - Open to all

Benefits of membership include networking
with like-minded individuals and organizations
in the Region and globally, access to
knowledge created within the organization and
its membership, discounted registration fees to
MCSBE events, an opportunity to work with
MCSBE members and partners to create a
more favourable environment for small
business and entrepreneurship

General - Open to all

This network consists of incubators and techno
parks where they interact with each other not
for fund but to share ideas and experiences.

-

-

French website

The Arabian Knowledge Economy Association (AKEA) is an
international association targeting the Arab World with focus on
knowledge, education/learning, intellectual capital, innovation,
entrepreneurship, research and technology. AKEA was founded
by a group of businesspersons, intellectuals and industrialists
from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain, UAE, Lebanon, Jordan,
Germany, India and the United States

Technology

No website available
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Arab Business Angel
Network

Envestors LLP

UAE

ABAN (Arab Business Angel Network) targets start up and early
stage ventures in the MENA region (Middle East and North
Africa) that are looking to raise $100k to $500k in seed capital to
fund their business

UAE

Envestors MENA is a franchise of the award winning and market
leading Business Angel Network in the UK. It has for the last 3
years consecutively been voted the leading investment network
in the UK. At Envestors MENA, we have met and advised over
1,000 companies in the last 3 years, and have selected about 20
to take forward and present to our investors, of which
approximately 50% have been funded

ICT, Media,
Services

Retail

General - Open to all

and

The entrepreneur looking for funds approaches
this network, therefore, being member would
help in easily identification of potential
investment opportunities.

They source high growth and exciting
investment opportunities for our network of
private investors and family offices. These
include angel deals, turnaround deals, and
businesses for sale, MBOs and MBIs, and M&A
acquisitions.

African
Venture
Capital Association

United
Kingdom

AVCA is a not-for-profit entity founded to promote, develop and
stimulate private equity and venture capital in Africa

General - Open to all

(1) Invitations to special networking activities
(2)
Access to special educational events (3)
Advance
notification
and
regular
communication regarding events (4) Research
and Information sharing (5) Access to original
research commissioned by AVCA and its
partners

Khalifa Fund
Enterprise
Development

UAE

Small business funding and development support for Emirati
Nationals.

General - Open to all

The fund was created with a capital of 2 billion
dirhams by Government. It only looks for
investment opportunities not investors.

UK

NanoLandGlobal are a solution sales organisation, identifying
areas of application for nanotechnology, matching solutions to
problems, mainly for business stakeholders. We work with small,
medium and large companies globally to fast track new
technology, enhance efficiency, up productivity and innovation,
whilst focusing on safety, Footprint, best practice
environmentally and sustainability.

Nanotechnology

Their activities have not yet spread to MENA
region.

Nanoland Global

for
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Annex H List of Incubators in Tunisia

Name of Incubators

Year of
establishment

Structure

Focus

Incubatees
(Graduates,
Current)

The Incubator Innovation and Development (PID) INSAT

Beja Rise Technology

University

ICT

Business Incubator - Bizerte

University

agri-food

Business Incubator - Faculty of Economics and
Management of Tunis

University

Carthage Innovation

University

Djerba Creation And Innovation

2005

2005

University

Main Services provided
Carthage Innovation is a platform for scientific support to new
entrepreneurs, particularly those engaged in technology.
Training in entrepreneurship. Market Research. Technical study.
funding. Legal forms. Networking. Local support for project in
developing the business plan and setting up the project. A regional
coach. An accountant A university professor to advise and assist the
project manager in the development of market research.
International experts in the framework of twinning programs,
partnership and international cooperation. Furnished premises and
equipped with high-speed Internet connection. Shared services
(standard, photocopy, fax, meeting room, documentary collection ...).
Assistance and advice on the choice of the status of the company.
Completion of administrative and legal requirements for the
formation of the company. Technical support during the construction
or provision of rooms according to the needs of the company.
Support staff recruitment. A single interface to dealers of services
(water, electricity, telephone lines, high speed internet. Management
of common areas. Partnership and linking. Easy access to services
offered by partners AGRO'TECH network. Linking and support for
collaborative research projects. Incubation.

12

technology

Local, common services, unlimited internet access, general training

technology

Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation

6

15
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El Ghazala TechnoPark

2006

University

ICT

Gabes Promotech

2003

University

9

10

Gafsa Technology for the Future

2003

University

6

25

Incubator for innovative initiatives Ksar Hilal

2004

University

7

10

Kairouan Technological Innovation

2004

University

3

15
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Suitable room in an ideal setting, Logistics (shared secretarial,
telephone, fax, equipment ...). Equipment needed (Audio / Video, PC
and printer, Internet connection, etc. ...). The incubator project
provides training sessions as well as specialized managerial (on
demand or according to the need of the project leader), This
structure allows project managers to participate in events organized
by the Technopark. It also provides support for project managers in
research funding, market prospecting and research partners. During
the incubation period of the project leaders receive accommodation,
all equipment and coaching services for free.
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
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Kasserine Business incubator

University

Kebili creation initiative

2007

University

Nabeul Elan Technology

2001

University

Nursery - Borj Cedria Science Park

OED Business Incubator

University

2008

technology

6

2

12

33

1

4

renewable energy, water
and environment

University
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Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
The Technopark of Borj Cedria aims at being the catalyst between
research and development activities and industrial ones on
renewable energy, water and environment and plant biotechnology.
The Technopark of Borj Cedria covers a surface of 73 ha and
embodies five main areas:
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
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University

Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation

Kef Rise Technology

University

The incubator is a part of ISET Kef institute of higher technology
studies

Manouba Tech Incubator

University

Jendouba Creaatic

2004

Online Services incubator

1999

University

200

Rades Technology More

2003

University

12
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26

The incubator is a part of Manouba University and in the Campus of
Manouba
PRF division that provides proven business acceleration services.
Employee recruitment and training services. media relations
assistance and marketing consulting. Technical assistance and
consulting. Conference rooms and affiliated services, including twoway video conferencing. Purdue's expensive technical equipment
under a "chargeback" arrangement; Purdue libraries. Consulting
opportunities and research partnerships with Purdue faculty/staff.
Networking opportunities with ‘Parties in the Park,” wellness fairs,
seminars, etc. arrangement for purchase of small quantities of
chemical and metal goods from Purdue. membership with Purdue
Federal Credit Union. on-campus parking permits. Attractive rental
rates, flexible leases and space that grows with your business.
Complete laboratory facilities. High-speed Internet connection at
economical rates. Shared office services including
receptionist/secretarial support. Computer, laser printer, copier, fax
and postage meter. exterior and interior suite identification and
signage. Building security, basic utilities and janitorial services. Break
room with microwave oven and refrigerator. Equipment storage area
and guest office space. plentiful parking
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
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Sfax Innovation II

2008

University

14

8

Nursery innovative initiatives Ksar Hellal

2004

University

7

10

Sousse TEC

2004

University

3

15

Tataouine Technological Innovation

2008

University

3

0

Undertake Mahdia

2005

University

11

12
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Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation
Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
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Zaghouan Land of Conduct

2006

Siliana Innovation (The business incubator of Sidi
Bouzid)

2002

SoftTech - Nursery incubator - Sousse Technopark

2003

University

10

Agriculture

11

Support the project in developing. A regional coach to assist the
project. Assistance and support by an expert. Banks, investing, loan.
Home and visitor orientation. Receipt and distribution of telephone
calls and faxes. Support services by experts (accounting, business law,
...). Use of the meeting room (on request). Printing services,
photocopying and binding. Computer room for surfing the Internet
(on request). Consulting economic and technical journals. Information
on the main events related to the activities hosted

mechanics, electronics
and informatics

WIKISTARTUP

11

Local support for project in developing the business plan and setting
up the project. An average of 120 days per developer expertise.
Customized to project by specializing in different areas of the
creation accompanying experts: marketing, finance, engineering,
procedures. A regional coach to assist the project. An accounting and
legal aspects of the projects. market research. Assistance and support
by an expert within partner organizations have signed an agreement
to sponsor or co-management with the nursery: Banks, SICARS,
technical centers, corporate sponsors, spinoffs. International experts
in the framework of twinning programs, partnership and
international cooperation

11

Accompany from the idea to the project by providing due diligence to
future partner business and financial. Network of experts, mentors.
Market. Development of plans for business. Investment Advisory and
due diligence. Assistance in the planning of projects innovative.
Coaching and consulting in strategy and management. Funding for
pre-boot

Sfax Innovation 1

The incubator is a part of National School of Engineers of Sfax ENIS

Sfax Technology Park - Business Incubator

The incubator of Sfax Technology Park aims to encourage the
creation and development of innovative companies in the areas of
Information Technology, Communications and Multimedia.
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